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Graphic & Web Design Portfolio.



Editorial Layout.

Yale Daily News - First Year Issue 2018
I worked as one of three designers who created the 60-page first year issue for the incoming Yale Class of 2022. A few of my personal designs 
are shown above, including one of the four major covers which I designed, two inside pages, and a Through The Lens photo essay.



Editorial Layout.

Yale Daily News - A-Section
As a production and design editor of the Yale Daily News, I have spent almost two years working with edtiorial design. I have designed all 
varieties of pages for the paper, a few of which are shown above. As a daily paper, the YDN is designed from scratch every weekday evening.

front page opinion page news page sports page



Editorial Layout.

Yale Daily News Weekend Edition - Covers
My specific role as a P&D Editor for the Yale Daily News constitutes of being one of the two lead designers for the WKND edition, 
which is produced every Thursday evening. The layout of WKND allows for more creative designs than the traditional A-Section.



Editorial Layout.

Yale Daily News Weekend Edition - Inside Pages
Some examples of the variety of designs that I have created for the inside of the WKND edition. Designing WKND has meant constantly strad-
dling the line between experimenting with the potentials of InDesign, while also being restricted to editorial and print demands.

views page views page cover story views page



Mobile App Design.

Bright Dining App Wireframes

During a four-week UX/UI design intensive, I designed the wireframe for a faux-dining service app called BrightDining, meant to help people 
with dietary restrictions find restaurants with menus that serviced their dietary needs. The app wireframes were designed in Adobe XD, during a 
week-long design process. The full interactive prototype can be found at tinyurl.com/brightdining.

launch page top of dashboard example restaurant page example menu page



Logos.

Fiercely Fearless: Motivational Blog
Bubalo Law: Drug & Product Industry Lawyers

Logos from Left to Right

(logotype) (monogram)



Print Media.

Magazine Advertisements
I have currently created two magazine advertisements that have been published in magazines across the states of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Tennessee -- one for the Frankfort/Franklin County Tourism Commission (left), and one for Indiana Utilities Regulatory Commission (right).



Print Media.

front back

River City Flooring Mailer Card
A simple print mailer card designed to advertise the products and services of River City Flooring, a company based out of Louisville, Kentucky.



Print Media.

Holiday Cards
Two different variations out of a set of five different holiday cards that I designed for the Needham family for New Years 2019. The design 
featured on the left was the style that was chosen for print.



Print Media.

Trial and Error Design Series
Outside of class and client work, I seek to continually grow my knowledge of design styles and softwares, so I began this design series over 
December of 2018 to work on more modern/stylized design studies. These are just three of several projects I have done in this series.



Print Media.

Green Hill Therapy Hoedown on the Hill Invitations (2017 & 2018)

Having worked with Green Hill Therapy for several years, I have been able to help them with several aspects of their annual Hoedown on the 
Hill fundraiser, including creating invitations, envelopes, and RSVP cards for the event. Invitations are featured above.

2018 - front and back

2017 - front (top) and back (bottom)



Print Media.

Introduction to Graphic Design Final Poster
The poster that I created for my final project in the Intro to Graphic Design class that I took in the Fall 2018. The assignment was to find a “poorly 
designed” poster and recreate it. The poster I chose was brown and mainly text-based, so I wanted to make it more powerful and engaging.



Publication Layout.

Accent Multilingual Magazine Spring 2019

The spreads seen above are from the ‘French’ section of  Accent Magazine’s 2019 Spring edition. The pieces included two poems, one movie 
analysis and one essay. Each piece is presented both in French and in English.

“ÀMHV” and “L’Harmonie Dans Monsieur Ibrahim Et Les Fleurs Du Coran”

“L’Harmonie”



Publication Layout.

Accent Multilingual Magazine Spring 2019

The spreads seen above are from the ‘French’ section of Accent Magazine’s 2019 Spring edition. The pieces included two poems, one movie 
analysis and one essay. Each piece is presented both in French and in English.

“Une Solution au dilemme de la conscience nationale” spread one

“Une Solution au dilemme de la conscience nationale” spread two



Publication Layout.

insular. Dummy Pamphlet - Inside Pages

Four out of the eight page pamphlet I created for my Intro. to Graphic Design Class. This was the final product of a several week long project 
that focused on creating a brand identity and a publication that encapsulated that brand’s themes and ideals.

pages 2 & 3

pages 4 & 5



Publication Layout.

Opalescent - One Blue Wall Literary Magazine 2017
The spreads seen above are from the ‘French’ section of Accent’s Spring 2019 magazine. The pieces included two poems, one movie analysis and 
one essay. Each piece is presented both in French and in English.

“Sargasso” by Sylvia Bosco

“Turncoat” by Caroline Burzynski



Publication Layout.

Evo - One Blue Wall Literary Magazine 2016

Featured above are two spreads that I created for the 2016 edition of my high school literary magazine, titled Evo. 
Evo won a Silver Crown award from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association.

“Advice from Salem” by Anna Gilbert

“eden” by M. Johnson



Publication Layout.

Acheron - Personal Chapbook, Fall 2015
The cover page and two title pages of a chapbook that I wrote and designed in Fall 2015. The stories were themed after the seven deadly sins, 
and the chapbook was self-published and can be purchased on Lulu.com

cover page “Pride” title page “Sloth” title page



Publication Layout.

Miscellaneous Literary Magazine Pages

A small assortment of miscellaneous literary magazine pages made throughout high school, including a dummy spread, the cover of my 2016 
chapbook “Tongue in Cheek,” and the cover of my 2015 personal yearbook, Analemma.

“I can’t survive as a Contained Unit” by anonymous



Website Design.

Fiercely Fearless - Motivational Blog
A blog that I designed for Fearcely Fearless, a motivational Facebook page run by a woman who wanted to further her outreach by moving her ma-
terial to a website. I designed this website alongside her branding, fitting her aesthetic ideals while developing a clean and easy-to-navigate site.



Website Design.

Tina Bojanowski for Kentucky - Kentucky House Representative

A website designed for Tina Bojanowski, the representative of the 32nd district in the Kentucky house of representatives. Having just won the 
election, Tina wanted to create a new site where her constituents could keep up-to-date with her and the political happenings in Frankfort.



Website Design.

Green Hill Therapy - Nonprofit
The website I designed for Green Hill Therapy, a nonprofit that focuses in helping children with disabilities through hippotherapy and aquatherapy. 
Their old website was stilted and hard to navigate, so I created a site that was visually appealing and easy for parents to use.



Website Design.

The Boola Social News Outlet - News Website

I was elected as website director of The Boola social news outlet, on the promise that I would redesign their website alongside the relaunch 
of the publication, which had been defunct for a couple of years. I did so, making the front page more diverse in layout and content features.



Website Design.

One Blue Wall Literary Magazine - Creative Art & Writing Website
I worked as both a designer and the website editor of One Blue Wall lit magazine, and I wanted the website to have constantly updating content 
so that it would be visited more frequently. I hosted contests, book reviews, and other events. The website won a CSPA silver crown in 2017.



Interested?
Get in touch.

Web: rebeccagoldberg.info
Email: rebeccagldberg@gmail.com

LinkedIn: @Rebecca Goldberg
Design Insta: @TrialandErrorDesign


